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AB ST RACT

High assurance systems must guarantee safety, security,
fault tolerance and survivability objectives; it is therefore
essential that such objectives be made explicit, refined, spec-
ified precisely and completely in application-specific terms,
interrelated and analyzed thoroughly. The paper argues that
goals are an essential abstraction for eliciting, elaborating,
modeling, specifying, analyzing, verifying, negotiating and
documenting robust and conflict-free requirements for high
assurance systems. A safety injection system for a nuclear
power plant is used as a running example to illustrate the key
role of goals while engineering such requirements.
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1. IN TRO DU CTI ON

High assurance systems are computer systems where com-
pelling evidence is required that the system delivers its ser-
vices in a manner that satisfies certain critical properties
such as safety, security, fault-tolerance and survivability
[Lea95]. Specifying precisely what the software system is
supposed to do in order to satisfy those critical properties is
an essential step of the system development process. Yet we
have the biggest difficulties in specifying software require-
ments correctly; it is widely recognized that most serious
software failures can be traced back to defective specifica-
tion of requirements [Lut93, Lev95, Kni02].

Formal specification techniques have been proposed to
tackle this problem. These techniques are complemented by
a wide variety of analysis tools for algorithmic model check-
ing, deductive verification, specification animation, specifi-
cation-based testing, specification reuse and specification
refinement; as a result, the number of success stories in using
formal specification technology for real systems is steadily
growing from year to year [Lam00c].

In spite of such good news, today’s software specification
techniques still suffer from a number of weaknesses that
explain why, in their present form, they are not fully ade-
quate for the upstream, critical phase of requirements elabo-
ration and analysis.

• Limited scope . The vast majority of techniques focus on
the specification of the software system alone. They lack
support for modeling; specifying and reasoning about the

global, composite  system made of human agents, exter-
nal devices and components from existing software or
the software-to-be. Inadequate assumptions about the
environment in which the software will operate are how-
ever known to be responsible for many errors in require-
ments specifications [Jac95, Lev95]. Non-functional
requirements are also generally left outside any kind of
formal treatment. Such requirements form an important
part of any specification; they are known to play a prom-
inent role in the evaluation of alternatives, the manage-
ment of conflicts, the derivation of an architecture and
the management of evolution.

• Lack of rationale capture. Detailed requirements speci-
fications are difficult to understand. Efforts have been
made towards formal notations that are more readable
[Har87, Heim96, Heit96, Zim02]. Such efforts however
do not address the problem of understanding require-
ments in terms of their rationale with respect to some
higher-level concerns in the application domain. 

• Poor guidance. The main emphasis in formal specifica-
tion has been on suitable sets of notations and tools for a
posteriori analysis. Constructive methods for building
correct specifications for complex systems in a system-
atic, incremental way are by and large non-existent. The
problem is not merely one of translating natural language
statements into some formal language. Specification-in-
the-large in general requires complex requirements to be
elaborated, structured, interrelated and negotiated.

• Lack of support for exploration of alternatives.  Require-
ments engineering is concerned with exploring alterna-
tive system proposals in which more or less functionality
is automated and in which the interaction between the
automated system and its environment may be quite dif-
ferent from one assignment of responsibilities among
agents in the software and the environment to another.
Most requirement specification techniques do not allow
such alternatives to be represented, explored, and com-
pared for selection.

In this paper, we argue that goals offer the right kind of
abstraction to address such inadequacies in the specific con-
text of high assurance systems. 

Goals are intentional properties to be achieved by the system
under consideration [Dar93, Lam00b]. The word “system”
here refers to the software-to-be together with its environ-
ment [Fea87, Fic92]. Goals are formulated in terms of pre-

 



scriptive statements (as opposed to descriptive ones)
[Zav97]; they may refer to functional or non-functional
properties and range from high-level concerns (such as “safe
nuclear power plant “) to lower-level ones (such as “safety injec-
tion overridden when block switch is on and pressure is less than
’Permit’).
Modeling and reasoning about goals is essential to high
assurance systems as some of the system goals correspond
to the application-specific safety, security, fault tolerance
and survivability properties that need be achieved with high
assurance. Positive and negative interactions with the other
system goals can be captured in goal models and managed
appropriately [Lam98]; exceptional conditions in the envi-
ronment that may prevent critical goals from being achieved
can be identified and resolved to produce more robust
requirements [Lam00a]; the goals can be specified precisely
and refined incrementally into operational software specifi-
cations that provably assure the higher-level goals [Dar96,
Let02a, Let02b].
This paper does not describe new research results per se.
Our aim here is to illustrate the relevance and benefits of
explicitly modeling and reasoning about multiple goals at
various levels of abstraction in the specific context of high
assurance systems. We show how our goal-oriented tech-
niques can be used to constructively elaborate and analyze
the requirements for a safety injection control system
[Cou93]. Although fairly small, this case study comes from
a real application, raises many of the issues found in high
assurance systems and is frequently used to illustrate other
methods such as, e.g., the SCR method [Heit96] and its
analysis techniques [Bha99, Jef98, Gar99]. Illustrations on
larger, more complex systems such as the LAS ambulance
despatching system and the BART train control system can
be found in [Lam00a, Lam00b, Let01].

2. GO AL -OR IEN TE D  AN ALY SIS O F RE QU IRE -
ME NT S FO R  A  S AFET Y  I NJE CT IO N  S YST EM

We follow the KAOS method [Lam00b] to gradually derive
the operational requirements for the safety injection soft-
ware from the underlying system goals. A goal refinement
graph is elaborated first by identifying relevant goals from
the preliminary system description [Cou93], typically by
looking for intentional keywords in natural language state-
ments, and by asking why and how questions about such
statements (goal elaboration step); objects, attributes and

relationships are derived from the goal specification (object
modeling step); agents are identified together with their
potential monitoring/control capabilities, and alternative
assignments of goals to agents are explored (agent modeling
step); operations and their domain pre- and postconditions
are identified from the goal specifications, and strengthened
pre-, post- and trigger conditions are derived so as to ensure
the corresponding goals (operationalization step). Two par-
allel steps of the method handle conflicts between goals and
obstacles that may obstruct goal satisfaction, respectively.
The suggested ordering among steps corresponds to an ide-
alized process; in practice however there is significant inter-
twining and backtracking between them.
Our presentation will be succinct and fragmentary; the inter-
ested reader may refer to [Let02c] for a full treatment of the
case study.

2.1. Goal identification from the source document
Fig. 1 shows some preliminary goals that have been directly
identified from the first two paragraphs of the preliminary
description of the safety injection system [Cou93]. This fig-
ure can be read as follows. One goal in a nuclear power
plant is to maintain an effective coolant system (Effective-
CoolantSystem). This goal can be obstructed by an obstacle
such as LossOfCoolant. (Obstacles may be seen as a high-
level faults derived from goal negation; techniques for sys-
tematically identifying ways in which a system may fail will
be discussed more precisely below.) 
The goal SafetyInjectionIffLossOfCoolant is introduced to miti-
gate the obstacle. This goal is then refined into 

• an accuracy property about the environment, namely
LossOfCoolantIffLowWaterPressure, 

• the subgoal SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressure.

2.2. Formalizing goals, modeling objects and identi-
fying state variables

Formal analysis techniques may complement informal or
semi-formal ones in order to provide higher assurance in the
correctness and completeness of the system requirements.
Goals then need to be formalized to enable their use. As we
will see, goal formalization also allows for more systematic
guidance in the requirements elaboration process.
In addition to the usual logical connectives, the following
linear temporal operators will be used in this paper:

EffectiveCoolantSystem

Ineffective
Coolant

LossOf
Coolant

SafetyInjectionIffLossOfCoolantMitigates

...

SafetyInjection
IffLowWaterPressure

LossOfCoolant Iff
LowWaterPressure

Figure 1: Preliminary goals identified from initilal description of the safety injection system [Cou93]



◊ P P  holds in some future state

o P P  holds in all future states

A ⇒ C In every future state A implies  C, i.e., o(A → C) 

A ⇔ C In every future state A is equivalent to C , i.e., o (A ↔ C) 

• P P holds in the previous state

@ P P has just become true, i.e., •¬ P ∧ P 

For example, the goal Maintain [SafetyInjection IffLowWaterPres-
sure]  may be defined as follows:

Goal Maintain [SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressure]

InformalDef The safety injection signal should be ‘On’ when and
only when the water pressure is below the ‘Low’ set point.

FormalDef 
SafetyInjectionSignal = ‘On’ ⇔ WaterPressure < ‘Low’

The above goal refers to state variables WaterPressure and
SafetyInjectionSignal that are declared as attributes of corre-
sponding objects in a preliminary object model (see Fig. 2).

These attributes receive the following physical interpreta-
tion:

WaterPressure: the actual pressure of water in the coolant system

SafetyInjectionSignal: signal sent by the ESFAS (Engineered
Safety Feature Actuation System) to safety features components
to command the actual safety injection mechanisms

Objects, attributes and relationships are incrementally iden-
tified and defined as the requirements model is elaborated.
Goals provide a precise criterion for identifying elements of
the object model.

2.3. Detecting and resolving goal-level conflicts

Another goal appearing in the available source document is
to avoid actuation of the safety injection system during nor-
mal start-up or cool down phases:

Goal Avoid [SafetyInjectionDuringNormalStartUp/CoolDown]

InformalDef Safety injection signals should not be sent during
normal start-up or cool down.

FormalDef
NormalStartUp ∨ NormalCoolDown 

⇒ SafetyInjectionSignal = ‘Off’

This new goal introduces a conflict with the goal Main-
tain[SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressure] previously identified.
This conflict is detected formally using a predefined conflict
pattern from [Lam98]. The two goals are in fact not logi-
cally inconsistent; however, they become inconsistent when
the plant is in start-up or cool down phase and the water
pressure is below ‘Low’. This condition is called boundary
condition for conflict [Lam98]; its formal definition is gen-
erated formally by instantiation of our formal conflict pat-
tern which yields:

◊ ( (NormalStartUp ∨ NormalCoolDown) ∧ WaterPressure < ‘Low’)

Conflict resolution tactics from [Lam98] may then be used
to propose alternative resolutions; in this case, the conflict is
resolved by weakening the goal Maintain[SafetyInjectionIffLow-
WaterPressure] with the predicate appearing in the boundary
condition. We thereby obtain:

Goal Maintain [SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressure
ExceptDuringStartUp/CoolDown]

InformalDef  The safety injection signal should be ‘On’ whenever
there is a loss of coolant, except during normal start-up or cool
down.

FormalDef 
SafetyInjectionSignal = ‘On’ 
 ⇔  
WaterPressure < ‘Low’ ∧ ¬ (NormalStartUp ∨  NormalCoolDown)

This goal will be refined and operationalized in the follow-
ing sections.

2.4. Refining goals and identifying agent responsibil-
ities

Goals have to be refined until they can be assigned as
responsibilities of single agents. However, a goal can be
assigned to an agent only if this agent has sufficient moni-
toring and control capabilities to realize the goal [Let02a].
(Our terminology here is based on the 4-variable model
[Par95] and the notion of shared phenomena [Jac95].)
For example, the above goal Maintain[SafetyInjectionIffLowWa-
terPressureExceptDuringStartUp/CoolDown]  is unrealizable by
the ‘Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System’ (ESFAS)
because this agent cannot monitor whether the plant is in
normal startup or cooldown phase. 
A catalog of agent-based refinement tactics has been
defined to guide the process of refining unrealizable goals
until realizable subgoals are reached [Let01, Let02a]. Each
tactic suggests the application of a formal refinement pat-
tern (see Fig. 3). 

The first tactic in Fig. 3 may be used to resolve ESFAS’ lack
of monitorability of state variables NormalStartUp and Normal-
CoolDown. Applying the corresponding pattern yields a new,
monitorable state variable, Overridden say, and a refinement
of the unrealizable goal Maintain[SafetyInjectionIffLowWater-
PressureExceptDuringStartUp/CoolDown] into two subgoals: 

• a subgoal SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressure ExceptWhen-
Overriden, formally defined by

SafetyInjectionSignal = ‘On’
⇔  
WaterPressure < ‘Low’ ∧ ¬  Overridden 

• a companion accuracy goal SafetyInjectionOverriddenDur-
ingStartUp/CoolDown, formally defined by

CoolantSystem

WaterPressure: PressureUnit

ESFAS

SafetyInjectionSignal: {On, Off}
... ...

Regulated
By

Figure 2: Goal-driven object modeling

q (im = m)

(accuracy goal on variable) (accuracy goal on predicate)

G [m / im] G [p(m) / q(im)] q(im) ⇔ p(m)

GG

Figure 3: The ‘ Introduce accuracy goal’ tactics



 Overridden ⇔ (NormalStartUp ∨  NormalCoolDown)

Such formal definitions are generated by instantiation of the
formal refinement pattern associated with the selected tac-
tic. Goal refinement patterns are proved correct once for all
[Dar96]; the STEP verification system [Man96] may be
used to check that the conjunction of leaf nodes entails the
parent node. At every pattern application the user gets an
instantiated proof of correctness of the refinement for free.
The first subgoal SafetyInjectionIffLowWaterPressure Except-
WhenOverriden is now realizable by the ESFAS  software
agent because it is entirely defined in terms of variables that
turn to be monitorable and controllable by this agent; the
first subgoal therefore becomes a requirement on that agent.
The accuracy subgoal SafetyInjectionOverridden DuringStartUp/
CoolDown is still not realizable by the ESFAS agent because
this agent still lacks monitorability of state variables Normal-
StartUp and NormalCoolDown . Agent-based refinement tactics
may again be used to guide the generation of alternative
refinements for this goal. One alternative consists in: 
(1) introducing two new variables, Block and Reset,  that rep-

resent manual block and reset buttons controlled by a
human Operator agent; 

(2) assigning to the Operator agent the responsibility of
pushing the block button when and only when the plant
enters normal cooldown/startup, and the responsibility
of pushing the reset button when and only when the
plant leaves normal cooldown/startup (the latter two
subgoals turn out to be realizable by the Operator agent
and therefore become environment assumptions); and 

(3) assigning to the ESFAS agent the responsibility of over-
riding safety injection if and only if ‘block’ is pushed,
and the responsibility of enabling safety injection if and
only if ‘reset’ is pushed (the latter two subgoals turn out
to be realizable by the ESFAS software agent and there-
fore become software requirements). 

Further details about the generated goal graph and responsi-
bility assignments may be found in [Let02c]. 
Note that software requirements and environmental
assumptions are in general needed to prove the satisfaction
of high assurance goals.

2.5. Deriving agent interfaces
Capturing the agents’ monitoring and control capabilities is
an important aspect of the requirements elaboration process

[Fea87, Par95, Jac95]. Such capabilities were gradually
identified during the previous goal refinement step. The
resulting agent interface model for the safety injection sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 4. 

Note that alternative goal refinements and alternative
responsibility assignments in general lead to alternative
software-environment boundaries , that is, alternative sys-
tem proposals and agent interfaces in which more or less is
automated.

2.6. Generating and resolving obstacles to goal 
achievement

So far, we have been fairly idealistic in specifying goals and
their refinements towards realizable requirements and
assumptions. For example, in the previous goal refinement
process, we made the following idealized assumption on the
behavior of the Operator agent:

Assumption  Avoid[ManualBlockWhenNoStartUp/CoolDown]

InformalDef  The block button should not be pushed when the
plant is not entering normal startup or cool down.

FormalDef 
 ¬  @ (NormalStartUp ∨  NormalCoolDown) ⇒ ¬  @ (Block = ‘On’)

UnderResponsibilityOf Operator

Obstacle analysis consists in taking a pessimistic view at
the goals, requirements, and assumptions previously elabo-
rated. The idea is to identify as many ways of breaking such
properties as possible in order to resolve them and produce
more complete requirements for more robust systems
[Lam00a]. An obstacle is an assertion about the composite
system whose satisfaction may obstruct the satisfaction of
goals, requirements or assumptions (and, recursively, the
satisfaction of the higher-level goals the obstructed proper-
ties refine). 

For example, by just taking the negation of the above
assumption we would identify the following obstacle:

Obstacle OperatorPushesBlockWhenNot InStartUp/CoolDown

InformalDef  ‘Block’ is pushed when the plant is not entering nor-
mal startup or cool down.

FormalDef 
◊ ( ¬ @ (NormalStartUp ∨  NormalCoolDown) ∧  @ (Block = ‘On’))

Similarly, from the assumption Achieve[ManualResetOnExit-
FromStartUp/CoolDown] assigned to the Operator agent, we
would identify the obstacle OperatorForgetsToReset. All
potential obstacles to assumptions on the Operator agent and

Operator

Coolant System

WaterPressure

Block

Reset

SafetyInjectionSignal

Figure 4: Derived agent interface model for the safety injection system

Safety Feature
Components

ESFAS



to requirements on the ESFAS  agent can thereby be identi-
fied [Let02c]. 

Formal techniques for obstacle generation and refinement
are detailed in [Lam00a]. The basic technique amounts to a
precondition calculus that regresses goal negations back-
wards through known properties about the domain; formal
obstruction patterns may be used as an alternative to short-
cut formal derivations. A formal completeness criterion is
also given in [Lam00a]; such completeness is bound by the
set of properties known about the domain. Our techniques
allow the analyst to incrementally elicit new domain proper-
ties as well.

Obstacles should be resolved once they have been gener-
ated. Obstacle resolution involves assessing the criticality of
the obstacle, investigating alternative ways of resolving it
and choosing one resolution alternative based on various
criteria such as cost, risks, performance, etc. 

Obstacle resolution tactics may be used to generate alterna-
tive resolutions [Lam00a]. For example, one of our tactics
yields a resolution of the obstacle OperatorPushesBlockWhen-
NotInStartUp/CoolDown in which an alternative refinement of
the higher-level goal SafetyInjectionOverriddenDuringStartUp/
CoolDown is considered; in this alternative, the responsibility
of the Operator agent is weakened, so as to partially cover the
obstacle, whereas the responsibility of the ESFAS agent is
strengthened. Such an alternative design might be identified
by observing that pushing the block button when the water
pressure is above some specified value ‘Permit’ is necessar-
ily an Operator‘s error because of a domain property stating
that the plant cannot be in normal startup/cooldown at such
high pressure. Accordingly, the requirement on the ESFAS
agent is strengthened so that safety injection does not
become overridden if the block button is pushed when the
water pressure is above ‘Permit’ :

Goal Maintain [SafetyInjectionOverriddenWhenBlockSwitchOn
AndPressureLessThanPermit]

InformalDef Safety injection should become overridden when,
and only when, the block switch is set to ‘On’ while the water
pressure is less than ‘Permit’.

FormalDef 
@ Overridden ⇔

  @ (Block = ‘On’) ∧ WaterPressure ≤ ‘Permit’ ∧  • ¬  Overridden

UnderResponsibilityOf ESFAS

The obstacle OperatorForgetsToReset is resolved in a similar
way by weakening the responsibility of the Operator agent
and strengthening the responsibility of the ESFAS agent. In
this case, the requirement of the ESFAS agent is strength-
ened so that safety injection becomes automatically enabled
when the water pressure raises above ‘Permit’.

Our resolution tactics so far include goal substitution, agent
substitution, goal weakening, goal restoration, obstacle pre-
vention and obstacle mitigation [Lam00a]. In general sev-
eral generated resolutions will be applicable so that a “best”
alternative needs to selected according to non-functional
goals from the goal graph (we come back to this below).
The selection and application of a resolution may be carried

out at specification time, to produce more robust require-
ments specifications, or at run time, when a requirements
monitor detects that the obstacle occurs or is likely to occur
[Fea98].

Note that obstacle analysis is an iterative process; it may
produce new goals for which new obstacles may need to be
identified. In the resulting software specification, some of
the obstacles may be totally or partially resolved, some
obstacles remain unchanged (e.g., if they are highly
unlikely, do not matter or are deferred to run time), with
new obstacles having appeared as a result of previous reso-
lutions.

As mentioned before, the selection among alternative reso-
lutions and the decision to iterate further obstacle analysis
cycles should be based on trade-off assessment among vari-
ous non-functional, application-specific goals about safety,
security, cost, performance, etc. This is an area where much
work remains to be done. Qualitative techniques might help
here by exposing the competing influences of various alter-
natives with respect to non-functional goals. A preliminary
proposal can be found in [Chu00] where a procedure is pro-
posed for propagating positive/negative influences along
alternative paths in the goal graph. For high assurance sys-
tems, however, more accurate, quantitative techniques are
required. For example, probabilistic risk assessment tech-
niques might provide more precise input to the decision
making process. Such techniques, however, rely on the
availability of accurate estimates of probabilities of failure
events. Obtaining such data may be problematic; the use of
such quantitative techniques has therefore been controver-
sial [Lev95]. The real challenge is probably to define a deci-
sion process that combines qualitative reasoning for those
non-functional aspects of the system for which no accurate
quantitative weighting can be made and quantitative rea-
soning for those non-functional aspects for which meaning-
ful weighting can be obtained. 

Obstacle analysis may be seen as a goal-oriented, formal,
constructive method for building fault trees and recovery
actions. It is particularly relevant to high assurance systems
as many problems and failures of such systems are known to
be caused by poor designs that are unable to cope with
errors caused by humans, devices and software [Lev95].

2.7. Deriving operational requirements from system 
goals

The next step of the requirements elaboration process con-
sists in deriving operational software specifications from the
terminal goals assigned to software agents. The result is an
operation model that specifies the various services to be
provided by the software, the pre- and postcondition
describing these services in the domain, and strengthened
conditions ensuring that the underlying goals from the goal
model are met by the services. 

A catalog of formal operationalization patterns is available
to support the operationalization step [Let01, Let02b]. For
example, the ‘ Immediate Achieve’ pattern is shown in Fig. 5.



Consider for example the goal
Maintain [SafetyInjectionOverriddenWhenBlockSwitchOn

AndPressureLessThanPermit ]

that we assigned to the ESFAS agent, and the right-to-left
implication in the formal definition of this goal given in
Section 2.6. The ‘ Immediate Achieve’ operationalization pat-
tern can be used to derive the following operational require-
ments:

Operation OverrideSafetyInjection
PerformedBy ESFAS
Input  Block, WaterPressure; Output  Overridden
DomPre ¬  Overridden
DomPost Overridden
ReqPre/TrigFor SafetyInjectionOverriddenWhen

BlockSwitchOnAndPressureLessThanPermit:

@ (Block = ‘On’) ∧  WaterPressure ≤ ‘Permit’

Note that a distinction is made between domain pre- and
postconditions that capture what any application of the
operation means in the application domain, and required
pre-, trigger, and postconditions that capture requirements
on the operations that are necessary to achieve the goals. In
the above operation, the ReqPre/Trigger keyword is a syntac-
tic shortcut to express that the condition is both a required
pre- and a required trigger- condition for the satisfaction of
the corresponding goal; the operation is allowed only if the
condition is true and must be applied when the condition is
true and the domain precondition is true.
Similarly, from the goal Maintain[SafetyInjectionEnabledWhen
PressureAbovePermitOrManualReset], we can systematically
derive the need for an operation EnableSafetyInjection
together with strengthened conditions on this operation that
will guarantee the satisfaction of this goal. Specifications
for the operations SendSafetyInjectionSignal and StopSafetyIn-
jectionSignal are similarly derived from the specification of
the goal Maintain[SafetyInjectionWhenLowWaterPressure AndNot
Overridden] , see [Let02c] for details.
Our goal-oriented requirements elaboration process ends
where most traditional specification techniques start.  For
example, the operational specifications obtained above can
be mapped to SCR tables for the same system (fairly easily
in this case [Let02c, Del02]). In general, the mapping may
be less straightforward and needs analyst assistance; the
mapping is achieved through a series of transformation
steps each of which resolves a semantic, structural or syn-
tactic difference between the source (KAOS) specification
and the target (SCR) one [Del02].

3. C O NCL USI ON

We used a safety injection system as a running example to
illustrate the benefits of a constructive, goal-oriented
approach to requirements elaboration and analysis. The key
points illustrated by this elaboration process are the follow-
ing:

• goal-oriented specification takes a wider system engi-
neering perspective; goals are properties that should
hold in the system made of the software-to-be and its
environment; domain properties and expectations about
the environment are explicitly captured during the
requirements elaboration process, in addition to the
usual software requirements specifications;

• operational requirements can be derived incrementally
from higher-level system goals;

• goals provide the rationale for the requirements that
operationalize them, and a correctness criterion for
requirements completeness and pertinence; 

• obstacle analysis helps producing higher assurance sys-
tems by systematically identifying potential ways in
which the system may fail and exploring alternative
ways to resolve the problems early enough during the
requirements elaboration and negotiation phase;

• alternative system proposals are explored through alter-
native goal refinements, responsibility assignments,
obstacle resolutions and conflict resolutions;

• the goal refinement structure provides a rich way of
structuring the entire requirements document;

• a multiparadigm, ‘multi-button’ framework allows one
to combine different levels of expression and reasoning:
semi-formal for modeling and structuring, qualitative for
selection among alternatives, and formal, when needed,
for more accurate reasoning;

• goal formalization allows RE-specific types of analysis
to be carried out, such as
- guiding the goal refinement process and the systematic

identification of objects and agents [Let02a];
- checking the correctness of goal refinements and

detecting missing goals and implicit assumptions
[Dar95];

- guiding the identification of obstacles and their resolu-
tions [Lam00a];

- guiding the identification of conflicts and their resolu-
tions[Lam98b];

- guiding the identification and specification of opera-
tional requirements that satisfy the goals [Dar93,
Let02b].

Several important topics are however not yet sufficiently
addressed by current goal-oriented techniques.

• Current support for the evaluation and selection among
multiple alternatives explored during the requirements
elaboration process is highly limited. As discussed
before, a blend of qualitative and quantitative reasoning
techniques should be devised for more accurate evalua-

C ⇒ m T

Operation Op1
DomPre ¬ T
DomPost T
ReqTrig  for RootGoal:

C

Operation Op2
DomPre T
DomPost ¬ T
ReqPre for  RootGoal:

¬ C

Figure 5: The ‘Immediate Achieve’ pattern



tion of alternatives in terms of measurable quantities.
Such techniques should probably be based on specific
models for specific types of non-functional goals, e.g.,
risk models for safety goals, cost models for cost-related
goals, performance models for performance-related
goals, etc.

• Much work also remains to be done to provide special-
ized techniques (for goal refinement, obstacle and con-
flict analysis) that are targeted to specific goal
categories relevant to high assurance systems (e.g.,
safety or security) and to specific domains (e.g., air traf-
fic control, medical applications). This means character-
izing and refining goal categories more thoroughly
(maybe in domain-specific terms at some point), defin-
ing suitable notations and techniques for modeling and
specifying properties in each category, and finding sys-
tematic ways of reasoning about their positive/negative
interactions at the goal level.

• Further work is also needed to integrate the methodolog-
ical support provided by goal-oriented requirements
elaboration methods with existing specification analysis
tools. Such integration may occur at two levels. First, we
would like to use existing tools to automate some of the
RE-specific formal reasoning described above. For
example, we are currently building a tool based on early
model-checking to detect incomplete goal refinements
and operationalizations. Second, we would like to be
able to map the result of a goal-oriented requirements
elaboration process to specialized formal operational
specification analysis tools. For example, we are work-
ing on tool for semi-automatic translation of KAOS
models into SCR tables [Del02]. Other mappings, e.g.,
to SMV, are under way.
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